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LOCAL THETA CORRESPONDENCES FOR QUATERNIONIC DUAL PAIRS 

AND LANGLANDS PARAMETERS 

HIROTAKA KAKUHAMA 
OSAKA CENTRAL ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTE 

OSAKA METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY 

ABSTRACT. This article is an announcement of a result of the author, which is based on the talk 
at the conference "Automorphic form, automorphic L-functions and related topics" at Research 
Institute for Mathematical Science on 26 January 2022. We describe local theta correspondence 
for quaternionic dual pair of almost equal rank in terms of Langlands parameter when the base 
field is民 andrepresentations are discrete series. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let F be a local field, and let (G, H) be a reductive dual pair over F. Then, the local theta 
correspondence is a map 

0(-,G): Irr(H(F)）→ Irr(G(F)) U {O}. 

An important property of the local theta correspondence is a simple relation of the L-parameters 

ofrepresentations corresponding by the map. Assume that the pair (G, H) is either (Sp2n, S02n), 

(S02n+2, Sp2n), (Un(E), Un(E)) or (Un+1(E), Un(E)), and take an L-embedding ~: L H →LG 
of the L-groups of H into that of G. Let a be a tempered irreducible smooth representation of 
(H (F)) having L-parameter rp'. Then, we have a sufficient condition to not vanishing of 0 (a, G) in 
terms of L-parameters, and we have 0(a, G) has the L-parameter ~ o rp'if it is non-zero (c.f.[GI14, 

Appendix Cl). This is a part of the Adams'conjecture [Ada89] [HKS96, Conjecture 7.2] (See 
also [Mgll], [GI14, §15.1]). 

Now we consider an L-packet II¢; (H(F)) for a tempered L-parameter q>~. The local Langlands 
correspondence provides an injective map l: II¢,'(H(F)）→ Irr(11"o(C¢,り）． HereC¢,; is the Central-

izer of Im外inthe Langlands dual且and而 (C叫 isits component group. Forび2E Irr(H(F)), 

we call (¢;，弘） theLanglands parameter ofび2if ¢; is the L-pararneter ofび2and,,,;＝し（び2).
Then, it is natural to ask how'f/1 and'f/ are related where (r/>', r/) is the Langlands parameter of 
a and (~ o q;','T/) is that of 0(a, G). Prasad had conjectured it [Pra93] [PraOO] and Gan-Ichino 

[GI16], Atobe [Ato18] proved them (see also [AGl 7]). 
In this article, we discuss extending the above results to quaternionic dual pairs, which contains 

the following topics. 

• We use the theory of Kaletha, which formulates the local Langlands correspondence for 
each rigid inner twist of a quasi-split reductive group. Since the local theta correspon-
dence is not well-defined in the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations with 

the rigid inner twist, we need to classify the rigid inner twists associated with a fixed 

rigid inner form. To do this, we introduce the "orientations of tori". Moreover, for a 
quaternionic dual pair (U+, U_), we discuss the natural "orientations of tori" associated 

with the embedding U+ x U_→Sp(W). 
• In the case F =良， thelocal theta correspondence has been described in terms of Harish-

Chandra parameters [LPTZ03]. By translating the Harish-Chandra parameter into the 
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Langlands parameter, we describe the local theta correspondence in terms of Langlands 
parameters. 

• Finally, we will discuss the prospection of the non-Archimedean case. 

2. LOCAL LANGLANDS CORRESPONDENCE 

2.1. Rigid inner twists. Let F be a local field of characteristic zero. Kaletha defined the 
multiplicative pro-algebraic group u over F, and proved that 

が (r,u) = {!;2z ; ~ ;on-Archimedean, 
Z/2Z F＝恥

([Kal16]). Then, there exists a group W equipped with the exact sequence 

1→u(F)→W →r→1 

associated with the cohomology class -1 E炉 (r,u). Let G be a connected reductive group over 
F and let Z be a central finite sub-group of G defined over F. Then, we define 

か(u→w,z→G)

the set of the 1-cocycles f E Z1 (W, G) so that f (u（F)) C Z(F) and flu(F): u（F)→Z(F) is a 

homomorphism. Moreover we define 

圧(u→w,z→G)＝Z1(u→w,z→G)/B1(W,G)

where B1(W, G) is the set of the 1 co-boundaries. A rigid inner twist of G is a pair (z, ip) where 

z is a 1 co-cycle belonging to Z1 (u→w,z→G) and <p is an isomorphism over下fromG to a 

reductive group G1 over F satisfying 

¢―1owoipow―1 = Intz(w) (w E W). 

Fact 2.1.([Kal16, Corollary 3.8]) If Z contains the center Z(Gder) of the derived group of G, 
then the natural map 

が(u→w,z→G)→が(f,G/Z(G))

is surJective. 

2.2. Orientations of tori. Let G be a reductive group over F, and let S C G be a torus defined 
over F. In this article, by the orientation of S we mean a basis fJ =（汎．．．，8r)of the lattice 
X*(S) of the algebraic characters of S. Let S'be another torus of G defined over F, and let 

fJ'= (fJi,...，況） bean orientation of S'. Then we say (S, 8) and (S', fJ') are rationally equivalent 
if there exists an element g E G(F) so that S'= gSg―1 and 

(Intg)喝＝辺．．．，（Intg)＊況＝む

As explained in the introduction, the orientations of tori have an important role when we study 

the inner twists. 
Let Q# be a quasi-split inner form of G defined over F, let Z be a central finite subgroup of 

G色andlet S# be a torus of Q# defined over F. We denote by X*(S引thelattice of algebraic 

characters of S尭 Thetorus 5# is said to be fundamental if the Z-rank of X*(S#f is as small 
as possible. 

Fact 2.2.([Kal16, Corollary 3.7]) If 5# is fundamental, then the natural map 

が(,U→W,Z→S町→圧(u→W,Z→G町
is SUヮective.
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Definition 2.3. Let (z, cp), (z＇ぷ） be rigid inner twists such that z, z'are contained in Z1 (u→ 
W,Z→笠） andゃ，ゃ'a詑 isomorphismfrom Q# to the same group G. In this a廿icle,we say 

the two rigid inner twists (z平） and(z'，似） areS#-rational equivalent if the詑 exista ES＃ぽ）
and g E G(F) such that cp'= Intg o cp o Int a and z'(w) = a―1z(w)w(a) for all w E W. 

Let (z,cp) be a rigid inner twist where z is contained in Z1(u→ W,Z→茫） andcp is an 
isomorphism G#→G. Then, one can show that cp(Sりisa torus defined over F. Moreover, if we 
fix an orientation冽 ofS丸then(cp―1)＊冽 isan orientation of S. If (z'ぷ） isanother rigid inner 

twist which is S#-rational equivalent to (z，ゃ）， then(cp'(S#), (cp／一1)*8#)and (1ク(S#),(cp―1)*8#) 

are rationally equivalent. Conversely, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.4. Let (z平），（z',cp') be rigid inner twists as in Definition 2. 3. If (cp'(S町，（'P,-1)＊伊）
and位(Sり，（戸）＊冽） aremtionally equivalent, then (z, cp) and (z'ぷ） are3# -mtionally equiv-
alent. 

2.3. Splittings and Whittaker data. We use the setting of §2.2. ＃ Let T:!: be am訟 imal

゜split torus of G# defined over F, let戸 beam訟 imaltorus over F which contains Tt/, and 

let B# be a Borel subgroup containing T#. Note that B# is not defined over F in general. 

Take a root vector X"'for each a: E△加． Then,the triple (T色 B免｛ふ｝aE△~~) consists a 
B# 

splitting of G. Moreover, take a non-trivial unitary character心： F → C叉 Oncethe splitting 

） (T色B免｛ふ｝aE△o~) and the character心aregiven, we obtain the Whittaker datum n = 
B# 

(B免心 o入）． Here,入isa character on the unipotent radical of B# so that入（ふ） ＝1 for all 

a € △° B#・ 

Fact 2.5.([Ato18, §2]) If G# is either a羽mplecticgroup or a quasi-split special o廿hogonal
2 

group, then the equivalence classes of Whittaker data are pammetrized by c E px / px" and似

2.4. A map 10. We use the setting of §2.3. But, in this section, we assume that F =恥． See
also §4 below for this assumption. Moreover, we assume that G# is either Sp2m or S0(2n, sgnn), 
which possesses an anisotropic maximal torus over良． Wedenote it by S先 LetZ be the center 

ofG, let Tt/ beam訟 imalsplit torus of G# defined over此， andlet戸 beam訟 imaltorus over 

恥 whichcontains Tt/. Set 

3(T克sり＝ ｛g E G町F)I gS＃戸＝戸｝．

Then we define the map 

l0:'.J(T色炉） →が(r,s#)

as follows. Take g E'.J(T免S#).We denote by w5#(T) E W(G免T町theWey! element defined 
by IndgT(g)―1. Then, as in [LS87, (2.3)] we obtain the 1-cocycle T→ms#(T). Then, we define 

la(9) by 

la(g)(T) = g―1ms#(T)T(g) X { 
(-1)和／ごぴ＝ Sp(2m)

1 G# = S0(2n, sg記），

Here, E心denotesE(l/2, sgn，心）．

2.5. Local Langlands correspondence. We use the setting of §2.4. Let E# be a Borel sub-

group containing T丸andlet△加 bea basis of the positive system△B#・ Note that E# is not 

defined over艮 ingeneral. Let G be the Langlands dual group of G# equipped with a splitting 

(T,B,｛咋｝/3'E△I!,).More precisely, they are characterized by the following properties. 

• The group G is a complex connected reductive group, B is a Borel subgroup of G, Tis 
a maximal torus contained in B, Y/3'is a root vector associated with a root /3'in a basis 

△&of the positive system△Bin R(G, T). 
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• There are isomorphisms ::01: X*(Tり→ふ(T)and⑨ :X*(T)→ふ（戸） sothat 
又¥.（△加）＝ （△＆）＼割（△i)=（△応）v,and割（割(a)刈＝ avfor a E R(G#, Tり．

There is a r-action on G such that it preserves T and ::01,割 areI'-isomorphisms. We denote 

by Le the semi-product 8 ~ r by this action. 
Take an orientation 8戸＝ （aT#l,...'aT#r) of T# that is positive with respect to B. Fix 

a Whittaker datum n, and take go E I(T免S#)so that l0(go) = l. We denote by ST# the 
new艮 structureof T# so that Int go : S#→ST# is defined over股． Then,we take a 1-cocycle 

Z戸 Eか(u→W,Z→S四）， andisomorphism <p : Q#→G so that (Int g訂oZT#, <p) is a rigid 
inner twist of G尭

Finally, let cp be a discrete parameter for Q#. Then, we define 

Moreover, we define 

Cq,=恥Cen岳(Imf).
fE¢ 

st＝四P―1(Cent忍Imf))
fE¢ 

--～ ＾ 
where p is the canonical covering G / Z→G. Since cp is a discrete parameter, Cq, 

finite groups. We denote byし[zT#,go, <p, n] the injective map 

II¢,(G(F)）→ Irr(St) 

＋ and ST are ¢) 

of [Kal16, (5.7)], which is associated with the rigid inner twist (Int g01ozT#, cp) and the Whittaker 
datum n. 

Proposition 2.6. Take another z~# Eか(u→w,z→ST#),gb E I(T見8#),and <p1: Q#→ 
1 

G so that (Int gb― oz' ~#, <p1) consists a噸 dinner twist. Let S be an anisotropic maximal torus 
of G over F, and let a be an orientation on S. 

(1) Suppose that ZT# = z~# and both (<p(S#), (Intgo1。¢―1)*8T#)and (<p'(S#), (Int gb―1 0 

中1-1)＊炉） arerationally equivalent to (S, 8). Then, we have 

し[zT#,9o,'P, n]＝し[zT#,9b,'P1, n]. 

Hence, we denote by i[ZT#, a, n] instead of by i[ZT#, go, <p, n]. 
(2) If ZT# and z~# represent the same cohomology class, then we have 

し[zT#,8,n]= i[z~#,8,n]. 

3. REDUCTIVE DUAL PAIRS (ARCHIMEDEAN CASE) 

In this section, we assume F =艮

3.1. Local theta correspondence. Let 

]Hl＝恥＋ i股＋津＋ ij良

be the skew field of Hamilton's quaternions. Here the symbols i and j satisfy the relations 

i2 = -1, j2 = -1, and ij + ji = 0. 

We denote by V = Vp,q the m = p + q dimensional lHI-vector space of column vectors equipped 

with the Hermitian form (,) : V x V→lHI given by 

([） 9 [））＝岱狐ーエ1xiyl 
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We denote by W = Wn the n dimensional lHI-vector space of row vectors equipped with the 
skew-Hermitian form〈,〉： W x W→lHIgiven by 

〈(x1,...,xn),(Yl, ・ ・ ・,珈）〉＝こ牧．j.Yk・ 
k=l 

Then, W=  V咋 W is a syrnplectic space with the syrnplectic form given by 

〈〈xRy,x'Ry'〉〉＝ TIHI((x,x')・〈Y,Y'〉*）

for x, x'E V and y, y'E W. Here, TIHI denotes the reduced trace of lH[ over政 Letus denote by 

U+ the unitary group of V, and by U_ the unitary group of W. Then, the action of U+ x U_ 
on Wby 

(h, g). X R y = h―lx@yg 

induces a homomorphism U + x U _→ Sp(W). In this article, we consider the polar decomposition 
W = X + Y obtained in the following way. Let V'(resp. V") be the subspace of V consisting of 
the vectors 

(xx（) （X1,．9 %  E lH[） 

with Xp+l = • • • = Xm = 0 (resp. with x1 = • • • = Xp = 0). Then, we have th e decomposition 
W = W'+ W" where 

W'= V'R W, and W" = V" R W. 

For both spaces, choose a polar decompositions W'= X'+ Y'and W" = X" + Y". Then, putting 

X =沢＋ X"and Y = Y'+ Y", we have the polar decomposition W = X + Y. Then, one can 
construct a 2-cocycle cy，ゅ E宏 (Sp(W),ICり([Per81],[RR93]) and the extension 

1→ C1 → Mp(W,＠，ゅ）→ Sp(W)→ 1

associated with巧，ゅ． Moreover,the homomorphism U + x U _→ Sp(W) lifts to an embedding 
U+ x u_→Mp(W,巧，,;,).Such liftings are not unique, but we use the explicit lifting given by 
Kudla [Kud94]. Let 1r be an irreducible representation of U_ (F). Then, we define釘 (1r,V) as 
the largest quotient module 

(wy，,;, 01rv)u+ 

of咋，,;,01rv on which G(W) acts trivially. Then, as a consequence of Howe duality (c.f. [GSl 7]), 
印 (7r,V) has the unique non-zero irreducible quotient if it is non-zero. We denote it by 0ゅ(1r,V) 
if印 (1r,V) is non-zero. If印 (1r,V) = 0, we define 0ゅ(1r,V) = 0. 

＃ 3.2. Associated orientations. Put U'!" = '! = Sp2m and U丑＝ S0(2n,sgnn). Then, it is known 
that they are the quasi-split inner form of U+ and U_. Now, we apply the theory of §2 to them. 

＃ Let T't be a split m叙 imaltorus of U • # f be a split maximal torus of uf, let T"!! be a centralizer of a maximal split torus in u"!!, 

let s! be an anisotropic m血 maltorus of uf, ＃ let s"!! be an anisotropic m訟 imaltorus of U巴
and let S_ be an anisotropic m邸 imaltorus of U _. Finally, we take an anisotropic maximal torus 
S+ of U+ as follows. Denote by U~ (resp. Ut) the unitary group of V'(resp. V"). Let S~ (resp. 
si) be an anisotropic m訟 imaltorus of U~ (resp. Ut). Then we put S+ = S~ x si c U+. 

Lemma 3.1. There is the unique anisotropic maximal torus Sw over政 containingthe image 

of S+ x S_. Moreover, putting Sw, = Sw n Sp(W') and Sw" = Sw n Sp(W"), we have Sw = 

Sw, x Sw"• 
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Let (u1,..., U2pn, u2pn,..., ui) be a syrnplectic basis of胃＝沢＋Y',and let (U2pn+1,..., U2mか

u2mn,..., u2pn+il be a syrnplectic basis of W" = X" + Y". Then we define T:x, (resp. Tx") as 
the torus of diagonal elements of Sp(W') (resp. Sp(W")) which is regarded a subgroup of GL2np 

(resp. GL2nq) via the basis. We choose the Borel subgroup Bx, (resp. Bx,, Bx") of Sp(W) (resp. 
Sp(W'), Sp(W")) as the set of the upper triangle matrices via the basis. Let nw, (resp. nw,, 
nw") be the Whittaker datum of Sp(W) (resp. Sp(W'), Sp(W")) which is parametrized by c = 1 

and心above(c.f. Fact 2.5). Take hb E I(Tx,, Sw,) and h『Eエ(Tx",Sw") such that law, (hb) = 1 

and law,,(hi) = -1. Then, we have law(ho) = 1 for h。=（hb, hi) E Ut X u~ C U+. Now we 
explain the natural orientations on S+ and S_, which we call the associated orientations. 

p roposition 3.2. {1) There exists an orientation 8+ = (8+,1,..., 8+,m) on S+ such that 

X'@IC・h訂＝ （8野）①・・・①（明誓），

X”R C. h計＝ （近芦）〶・・・①（虎，翌），

Y'RC. h訂＝ （釘，1
1 E!)2n 

)EB・・・EB(8 
-1 E!)2n 
+，p)，and 

Y”R C.h尉＝（応，；十1E!)2n) 〶...① (8二，は Ell2n)

as algebraic representations of S+. 
(2) There exists an orientation 8_ = (8-,1,..., 8_ n) on S_ such that 

XR  C. h計＝ （茫炉）① •..① (8凰牙）， and
1 E!)2m 

Y'R C. h訂＝ （8＿―,1)EB・・・EB(8 
-1 Ell2m 
-，n)  

as algebraic representations of Sー・

is determined {3) The orientation (S+, 8』 (resp. (S_,8_)) satisfying (1) (resp. (2)) i 
uniquely up to rationally equivalence. 

3.3. Correspondence of Langlands parameters. In this subsection, we assume either n = m 

or n = m + 1. Let T+ (resp. T_) be the torus, and let庄 resp.B_) be the Borel subgroup of 

U+ (resp. U_) as in §2.5. In particular, there are fixed r'-isomorphisms 

釘： X*(Tf)→ふ(T+)，町： X*(T↑)→ふ(T_）

吋：ぶ(T+）→ふ(Tf)，釘： X*(T-)→ふ(Tり）．

We take the Whittaker data n+, a_ of U+, U_ respectively so that both are parametrized by the 

same c E px /Fx2 and心． Wetake an L-embedding 

{C: Lに→ Lu+ in the case n = m, 

~: Lに→ Lu_ in the case n = m + 1 

so that ~-1 ぼ＋） ＝B_ or ~-1(B-) ＝凡 respectively. Moreover, we assume that 

｛い（忙） ＝忙 m=n, 

C―1(8Tり＝ 8吋 n=m+l.

Let ¢ be a discrete parameter for Lに (resp.L広） whenn = m (resp. when n = m + 1). The 
£-embedding ~ induces the homomorphism of S-groups 

t:S； → S［碩
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Moreover,どinducestE: T8f_→Ts竺(resp.tE: T8竺→ T8f_)if n = m (resp. if n = m + 1), and 

induces 

｛栓：が(U→W,Z→Tst)→が(U→W,Z→Ts色） ifn=m, 

tE:H1(u→w,z→Ts?)→が(u→w,z→T8f_) if n = m + 1. 

Now, we state the main result. 

Theorem 3.3. Let zTf Eが (u→ w,z→ T8f_),let zTf E H1(u→ w,z→ Ts竺）， let

9+ E I(Tf, Sf) so that l叫如） ＝1, and let g_ E I(T!,Sり） sothat位 (g_)= 1. Assume 
the quaternionic unitary groups U+ and U_ are associated with (Intg+)*zT7 and (Intg_)*zT；； 

respectively. Let 1r be an irreducible discrete series representation belonging to 11¢ (U_（政）） （resp. 
叫い(JR))ifn = m (resp. ifn = m+  1). Ifa = 0ゅ(1r,V)ヂ0(resp. a= 0,μ(1r, W)ヂ0)and 

分；； ＝tE(zT'!!) (resp. zT'! = tE（分；；））， thenwe have 

｛叶心叫(a)（t(s)）＝ l[zT；；立，a＿]（T)（s) ifn = m, 

叫;;,8-,a-](a)(~(s)) = l[zTfぶ，n+](1r) (s) if n = m + 1 

for all s E st. Here, B+ and a_ are as in §3.2. 

3.4. Sketch of the proof. For simplicity, we consider only the case n = m and E,J; = ✓可―.We
identify the Weil group of政 withか U]か C 町． Takef E ¢ so that f(C勺 cT-and f(j) 

normalizes T_. Then we define μf E X*(T↑)so that 

x(f(re'り） ＝ e290〈x，町〉（rE応 o,0E股）

for all x E X*(T). Then one can show that μf is regular. Replacing f with fw for some Weyl 
element'U1 if necessary, we may assume that f is positive with respect to B_. First, there exists 
a surjective map 

I(T免，S免） →11¢(U'f!(F)): g→1r(g) 

and l[l, a](1r(g))(s) =〈l0(g),(Intg+)*(s)〉fors EC¢. Here g+ is an element ofエ(T# # ~, S"!.) so that 

l0(g+) = 1. Then, 1r(g+) is nothing other than the unique generic representation in 11¢(Uり(F)).
Second, there is a surjective map 

Z（亡，Sり） →11¢(U_ (F)): g→直）

so that the following properties hold. 

• The Harish-Chandra parameter of 1r(g) with respect to (S_, 8_) is ((cp+1)*o(Intg)＊）（円）．
Here'P+ is the inner twist so that ((cp:;:1)* o (Intg)*)(BT#) = 8_. 

• We have 

l[ZT;;, 8_, a_](1r(g))(s) =〈inv(1r(g+),1r(g)), (Int g+)*(s)〉

for all s E st-Here, the 1-cocycle inv(1r（炉），1r(g))is defined by 

inv(1r(g可，1r(g))(w)= 1『1zp,q(w)w(,+) (w E W) 

where 1+ = g―1g+ and Zp,q = (Int g+) 0 ZT王

See [Kal16, §5.6] and [She82] for more discussions. In terms of the Harish-Chandra parameters, 
the description of the local Langlands correspondence had been established [LPTZ03]. Denote 
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by ~s: X*(S_)→X*(S+) the isomorphism satisfying ~s（孔） ＝8+・ Then, their result implies 
that the following diagram is commutative. 

(3.1) X*(Tf)（二X*(S!)（~·x·(s!)二X*(S+)

e• l ↑卸砂/;s

X*(T°!!)(~.X*(S'f!)(~.X*(S'f!) ~ X*(S_) 

Here, Ep,q is the isomorphism X*(S』→ X*（ふ） givenby 

令，q（い）＝｛8＋，Kk=  1,．．．，p, 
-a+.2p+q+l-k k = p + 1,...'m, 

which is realized as Int 91 for certain 91 E U+（股）． Weput'Y1 =互証）・-y. On the other hand, 
the following diagram is commutative by definitions. 

(3.2) X*（出）二X*(Sり）（口拿X*(T'f)

Es↑ •c• 
X* （S_）二~X*(S亙）（~-X*(T五）

Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we have 

(Int,_) DJ)= J) 0 (Intgn+l 

by denoting J) = ((Intg=1)。I;o (Int 9+)). Hence, we have 

柘(inv(1r,1ra))(w)= μ(,=1z(w)w(,_)) 

= P(1--1z(W)7-り--lw(,_))

＝デZp,q(W)/1.炉 w（叫

＝可1zp,q(w)w（叫

=,土p,q(w)wb+)

=inv（び，四）（w).

Here, z = (Intg_) o ZrJ・ Note that we use the fact that μ(,::::1w(,_)) is cohornologous to 

可池（叫， whichis a consequence of voluminous and routine computations. Therefore we have 

し[zT,:,8+,a叶（噸(s))=ilz1`免，a_,a_](1r)(s)

and we have the theorem. 

4. NON-ARCHIMEDEAN CASES 

Finally, we explain some prospects for the non-Archimedean cases. It will be possible to com-
plete the formulation if we find the right definition of the map l0: I(T免笠） →が(I',sりinthe 
non-Archimedean cases (see §2.4). More precisely, the arguments of §§2.5-3.2 are still available 
with a few modifications if the definition of l0 is determined. Then, by using the compatibility 
between the local theta correspondence and the localization of the global theta correspondence, 
we will have a lot of examples of the descriptions of the local theta correspondences in terms of 
Langlands parameters. 
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